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Abstract

Objective: To compare information obtained from narrative and structured electronic sources using anti-hypertensive medication intensification as an example clinical issue of interest.

Design: A retrospective cohort study of 5,634 hypertensive patients with diabetes from 2000 to 2005.

Measurements: The authors determined the fraction of medication intensification events documented in both narrative and structured data in the electronic medical record. The authors analyzed the relationship between provider characteristics and concordance between intensifications in narrative and structured data. As there is no gold standard data source for medication information, the authors clinically validated medication intensification information by assessing the relationship between documented medication intensification and the patients’ blood pressure in univariate and multivariate models.

Results: Overall, 5,627 (30.9%) of 18,185 medication intensification events were documented in both sources. For a medication intensification event documented in narrative notes the probability of a concordant entry in structured records increased by 11% for each study year (p < 0.0001) and decreased by 19% for each decade of provider age (p = 0.035). In a multivariate model that adjusted for patient demographics and intraphysician correlations, an increase of one medication intensification per month documented in either narrative or structured data were associated with a 5–8 mm Hg monthly decrease in systolic and 1.5–4 mm Hg decrease in diastolic blood pressure (p < 0.0001 for all).

Conclusion: Narrative and structured electronic data sources provide complementary information on anti-hypertensive medication intensification. Clinical validity of information in both sources was demonstrated by correlation with changes in blood pressure.


Introduction

A large fraction of medical data are contained in narrative documents. As electronic medical record (EMR) systems grow more prevalent, narrative information is increasingly being entered in digital format and thus becomes amenable to computational extraction. Since the late 1990’s, a large number of tools have been successfully developed for this purpose.

Electronic medical record (EMR) systems employ increasingly rich data models that offer a large variety of options for structured data entry. Data available from the EMR systems frequently includes electronic prescribing information problem and allergy lists, structured note templates, inpatient and outpatient orders, and laboratory results, among others. These data sets have great potential for use in clinical research and/or quality of care surveillance.

Not surprisingly, the information in the narrative and structured data sources in the EMR frequently overlap. Physicians typically document all facts pertinent to patient care in narrative notes; at the same time, many of these facts are also entered into the structured data fields in the EMR. It is not known how the data from narrative and structured electronic information compare, to what extent they are overlapping or complementary, and which one better represents reality.

Background

Elevated blood pressure is the most common treatable cardiovascular risk factor and is one of the major risk factors for macro- and micro-vascular complications in patients with diabetes. Nevertheless, a majority of diabetic patients with hypertension do not have their blood pressure under control. The reasons for poor blood pressure control are not completely understood but lack of appropriate intensification of anti-hypertensive medications is thought...
to be a significant contributing factor. Rate of treatment intensification, when faced with an abnormal finding (e.g., elevated blood pressure or blood glucose), is an emerging measure of quality of care which has been endorsed as “tightly linked” to clinical outcomes. Several studies have shown that intensification of anti-hypertensive medications is associated with greater decrease in blood pressure and higher degree of blood pressure control.

Most studies of treatment intensification in care of hypertension to date relied on data manually extracted from medical records—a labor-intensive and expensive process. With the advent of EMR systems it has become possible to use both structured medication data from electronic prescribing systems and medication information obtained from digitized narrative documents such as physician notes. Both sources of information have potential advantages and disadvantages. For example, while physicians usually document all medication changes in their notes, the accuracy of extracting this information computationally will likely be less than 100%. By contrast, though electronic medication records may be easier to analyze, not all changes in medication may be documented there and some changes in prescription may not reflect what the patient is actually taking. The balance of these potential pros and cons has not been well studied and it is not known whether one or both sources of information should be used.

The outpatient EMR used at our institution allows clinicians to enter both structured electronic prescriptions and narrative documents, such as progress notes. We have previously developed and validated a high-fidelity semantic text processor that identifies documentation of blood pressure measurements and anti-hypertensive medication intensification in the text of physician notes. In this study we have compared medication intensification data obtained from the text of the notes and from the structured EMR medication records of hypertensive patients with diabetes. We assessed clinical validity of both data sources by evaluating their relationship to the patients’ blood pressure.

**Research Aims**

The specific goals of the study were as follows:

1. To determine the concordance of anti-hypertensive medication intensification information between the narrative physician notes and structured medication lists in the EMR
2. To identify factors that affect concordance between narrative and structured medication intensification data
3. To assess clinical validity of narrative physician notes and structured medication lists in the EMR as the sources of anti-hypertensive medication intensification information.

**Methods**

**Design**

**Concordance of Medication Intensification Information in Narrative and Structured EMR Data**

We carried out a retrospective analysis of EMR data to determine the fraction of all anti-hypertensive medication intensification events documented in either narrative notes or structured medication lists that were shared between the two sources (primary outcome variable). A single medication intensification event documented in either narrative or structured data served as the unit of analysis.

**Factors That Affect Concordance of Narrative and Structured Medication Data**

It is not known how provider characteristics affect patterns of medication documentation in the EMR. We analyzed the relationship between the presence of a structured medication intensification record corresponding to a particular medication intensification record in narrative notes (binary primary outcome variable) and the following predictor variables: (1) provider age; (2) provider gender; (3) study year; and (4) the number of structured medication records entered by the provider prior to the date of the narrative note (representing provider’s experience with structured EMR medication records). A single medication intensification event documented in narrative notes served as the unit of analysis.

**Clinical Validity of Medication Intensification Data in Narrative and Structured EMR Records**

Anti-hypertensive medication intensification is known to be associated with lower blood pressure. We therefore evaluated the relationship of frequency of medication intensification documented in (a) narrative notes only; (b) structured EMR records only; and (c) both data sources (predictor variables) and the average monthly change in systolic and diastolic blood pressure (primary outcome variables). A single patient served as the unit of analysis.

**Data Sources**

Partners Healthcare System is comprised of several academic and community hospitals and private physician groups in eastern Massachusetts, including the founding members Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Massachusetts General Hospital. Most physicians affiliated with these two hospitals use an internally developed outpatient electronic medical record (EMR) system Longitudinal Medical Record (LMR). The LMR system allows for entry of both structured dictionary-based data (e.g., medications, allergies, problems) as well as narrative text (e.g., progress notes, radiology and pathology reports, and others). For this study we compared anti-hypertensive medication intensification information obtained from the structured medication entries and through analysis of the text of narrative physician notes in the LMR. Physician age and gender were obtained from the public records of the Massachusetts Board of Registration in Medicine. All data were deidentified.

**Patients**

We included in our study all patients who were followed in primary care practices at either Brigham and Women’s Hospital or Massachusetts General Hospital for at least two years between 1/1/00 and 8/31/05, were at least 18 years old, had a documented diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, and had at least one encounter during the study period where blood pressure above the target level was recorded. Patients who had at least one encounter with an endocrinologist during the study period that addressed diabetes (as ascertainment using billing data and computerized analysis of the text of the notes) were excluded. These selection criteria are similar to the ones used in previously published studies of treatment intensification in patients with hypertension.
Diagnosis of diabetes was ascertained by analyzing the text of physician notes in the electronic medical record as previously reported.\textsuperscript{27} We used 129 and 84 mm Hg as the recommended treatment goals of systolic and diastolic blood pressure, in accordance with the guidelines published before the beginning of the study period.\textsuperscript{28} Patients whose only recorded elevated blood pressure measurement was during the last study encounter were excluded. Patients who never had blood pressure above the treatment target for more than a month were excluded.

**Study Measurements**

Treatment intensification was defined as an initiation of a new or an increase in the dose of an existing anti-hypertensive medication.\textsuperscript{23,26,29} We classified a change from one anti-hypertensive medication to another as treatment intensification because no validated means of comparing dose strengths between different anti-hypertensive drugs exists.

Blood pressure values and anti-hypertensive treatment intensification were computationally abstracted from the text of physician notes in the electronic medical record using a previously validated text processor. The sensitivity and specificity of this method are 91 and 96\%, respectively, for identification of blood pressure values, and 84 and 95\% for identification of anti-hypertensive treatment intensification.\textsuperscript{24} Treatment intensifications documented in the structured medication entries in the EMR were identified by analyzing a database that contains all changes made to each structured medication record.

Medication intensifications in physician notes and EMR records that had the same service date were treated as identical for the purpose of data analysis because the name of the medication being intensified could not always be ascertained computationally from the narrative notes. Service date in our institution’s EMR indicates the date of the provider-patient encounter to which the electronic transaction pertains and may be different from the date when the record was actually modified.

For the analysis of the factors that affect concordance of medication intensification data in narrative and structured sources the study year was calculated as the difference between the year of the provider-patient encounter and the first year of the study (2000). Provider experience with structured EMR medication records was quantified as the number of all structured medication entries that provider had ever made in our institution’s EMR before the date of the patient encounter (multiple changes to the same medication record were counted separately).

Treatment Intensification Rate (TIR) was defined as the average number of documented medication intensification events per month of continuously elevated blood pressure. It was calculated as (a) the number of all medication intensifications during the time when the patient had elevated blood pressure divided by (b) the total length (in mo) of all continuous periods where only elevated blood pressure levels were recorded for the patient:

\[
TIR = \frac{\text{Intensifications}_1 + \text{Intensifications}_2 + \text{Intensifications}_3, N}{(\text{HTNPeriod}_1 + \text{HTNPeriod}_2 + \text{HTNPeriod}_3), \text{months}}
\]

The length of each individual period of continuously elevated blood pressure was calculated as the difference between (a) the date when the first elevated blood pressure was documented and (b) the date when the first normal blood pressure was documented (Fig 1). For example, if a patient had elevated blood pressures on 1/1/01, 3/1/01 and a normal blood pressure on 5/1/01, the length of the continuously hypertensive period would be calculated as four months (the difference between 5/1/01 and 1/1/01).

Separate treatment intensification rates were calculated for three data sources: (1) medication intensifications documented in the notes but not structured EMR medication records; (2) medication intensifications documented in the structured EMR medication records but not in the notes; and (3) medication intensifications documented in both structured records and the notes.

Only notes and medication records authored by physicians in primary care practices were used for the analysis. To make the data sets fully comparable, only medication records signed by the physicians who had authored at least one of the study notes were used for the analysis.

Average monthly change in blood pressure (systolic and diastolic) was used to confirm clinical validity of the treatment intensification measures from both sources. Monthly change in blood pressure was computed as the difference between the last and the first blood pressure of the period with continuously elevated blood pressure (see definition above) divided by the length of the period in months:

\[
\text{Monthly Change in SBP} = \frac{(SBP_{last} - SBP_{first}), \text{mm Hg}}{\text{HTNPeriod}, \text{months}}
\]

The last blood pressure used in the calculation was the first blood pressure below the treatment target (if blood pressure eventually normalized) or the last blood pressure recorded during the study period (if blood pressure never normalized). The average monthly blood pressure change for a given patient was calculated as the mean of the monthly blood pressure changes for all periods of continuously elevated blood pressure the patient had during the study.

**Statistical Analysis**

Summary statistics were constructed using frequencies and proportions for categorical data and using means and standard deviations for continuous variables. Two-sided t test was used for univariate analysis of the difference between the average blood pressure changes over time in patients with different rates of treatment intensification.

![Figure 1. Periods of Continuously Elevated Blood Pressure. Circles represent individual physician-patient encounters.](image)
To analyze the factors that were associated with concordance of intensifications in structured and narrative data we constructed a hierarchical (multilevel) multiple logistic regression model. We used the GLIMMIX procedure to adjust for clustering within treating physicians and patients. The ratio of generalized $\chi^2$ to the degrees of freedom was used to assess goodness of fit of the model.

To determine the relationship between treatment intensification rates and blood pressure changes, we constructed a hierarchical (multilevel) multivariate mixed linear regression model with random effects to account for clustering within treating physicians. Random cluster effects were used to generate correlation structure for intracluster observations as well as account for individual physician effect levels. The model adjusted for the patients’ demographic characteristics including age, gender, ethnicity and health insurance status. Visual inspection of residuals plotted against predicted values was used to assess goodness of fit of the model.

The $p$ values were obtained using a type III test for all multivariate analyzes. A type III test evaluates the hypothesis that the covariate significantly improves the model that contains all other covariates. Association significance thresholds were calculated using Simes-Hochberg for multiple testing. The SAS version 9.1.3 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC) was used for all analyses.

Institutional Review Board

Partners HealthCare System institutional review board granted expedited approval of this study and waived the need for informed consent.

Results

Blood Pressure and Anti-hypertensive Medications in Patients with Diabetes

We identified 5,634 patients with documented diagnosis of diabetes, at least one recorded blood pressure level above the recommended target levels and at least two years of follow-up in a primary care clinic during the study period (Table 1). Of these, 4,771 (84.7%) patients had at least one active prescription for anti-hypertensive medications in the EMR by a primary care physician who had seen them at least once during the study period. Study patients had elevated blood pressure documented in the majority (60.9%) of the 85,078 study encounters. On average, their blood pressure was elevated over 61.8% of the time they were being followed during the study period.

Treatment Intensification in Structured and Narrative EMR Data

Anti-hypertensive medication intensifications were documented on 9,819 days in physician notes and on 13,993 days in the structured medication records during the periods of continuously elevated blood pressure. Medication intensifications were documented on the same day in both physician notes and the structured records on 5,627 days (30.9% of all intensifications documented in either source). Of the 8,366 medication intensifications in the structured data that did not have a match in the narrative notes, 5,375 (64.2%) were entered on a day where there was no note by a primary care physician in the EMR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study patients, n</td>
<td>5,634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years (± SD)</td>
<td>64.2 (± 13.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women, n (%)</td>
<td>3,257 (57.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, n (%)</td>
<td>3,261 (57.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, n (%)</td>
<td>1,000 (17.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic, n (%)</td>
<td>915 (16.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other, n (%)</td>
<td>458 (8.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English is the primary language, n (%)</td>
<td>4,604 (81.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health insurance*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insured, n (%)</td>
<td>3,586 (63.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underinsured†, n (%)</td>
<td>1,878 (33.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No prescription coverage‡, n (%)</td>
<td>170 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study follow-up period, years (± SD)</td>
<td>3.9 (± 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of study encounters, n (± SD)</td>
<td>15.1 (± 8.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encounters with elevated blood pressure, n (± SD)</td>
<td>9.1 (± 6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total intervals of continuously elevated blood pressure, mo (± SD)</td>
<td>29.5 (± 16.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure§, mm Hg (± SD)</td>
<td>132.0 (± 11.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure§, mm Hg (± SD)</td>
<td>75.7 (± 7.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At the end of the study period.
†Includes Medicaid and FreeCare—a program that provides fully or partially (depending on the income) subsidized health care in Massachusetts.
‡Includes Medicare without supplemental insurance and patients with no reported insurance.
§Average across all study encounters with documented blood pressure.

Out of the 5,627 medication intensifications documented on the same date in both sources, the same medication was intensified on 4,987 (88.6%) days. On 743 out of 9,819 (7.6%) days only the class (e.g., “beta-blocker”) but not the exact medication being intensified could be determined from computational analysis of physician notes. The medication documented to have been intensified in the structured records belonged to the same class on 196 (23.9%) days. Therefore, the upper bound of the estimate of the number of days when intensification of the same medication was documented in both sources was calculated to be $4,987 + 196 = 5,183$ days (92.1% of all days when medication intensification was documented both in the notes and in the structured records).

At the end of the study median age of the 350 primary care physicians who had authored at least one of the study patients’ notes was 35; majority were women (Table 2). The number of structured EMR medication records these providers had entered from the first time they used the enterprise EMR until the end of the study (representing their experience with the EMR) ranged from 0 to 76,800. Concordance of intensifications between narrative and structured data were distributed bimodally among the physicians with large peaks around 0% and 50–80% (Fig 2). A smaller peak around 100% was comprised primarily of providers who had fewer than 5 encounters with study patients.

In multivariate analysis the odds of existence of a structured record corresponding to medication intensification documented in the notes increased by 11% for every year of the study ($p < 0.0001$) and decreased by 19% for every decade of provider’s age ($p = 0.035$). There was a trend for a rise in the
purposes. At the same time, entering medication information into structured records in the EMR can be time-consuming, particularly for less experienced users. Some physicians may therefore view recording medications in structured lists as duplicative work, leading to avoidance as an expected coping behavior. Even when electronic prescribing is mandatory (as it was in some of the practices during a part of the study period), it is possible for physicians to circumvent the EMR, for example, by calling the pharmacy or instructing the patient to change the medication dose without actually changing the prescription. By contrast, medication changes initiated outside of a face-to-face physician–patient encounter (e.g., by telephone or e-mail) may never be recorded in narrative notes. This possible explanation is supported by the large fraction of medication intensifications in our structured data that were entered on the days when there was no documented physician–patient encounter in the EMR. Anecdotally, as entering prescriptions through EMR rather than on paper has become mandatory in some practices at our institution, compliance has improved. That may have been one of the reasons for a small annual increase in concordance between narrative and structured medication information. However, large discrepancies still remain. Further studies are needed to elucidate the reasons for these discrepancies and identify ways of eliminating them.

Both narrative and structured EMR records have strengths and weaknesses as possible sources of medication information. Structured records may contain more complete information about a particular medication as the users are forced to enter all elements of the prescription. Electronic medication records are also easier to process computationally than narrative text. Consequently a transition towards a greater number of structured data entry options in the EMR has

Table 2 • Provider Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study providers, n</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age*, years (± SD)</td>
<td>39.1 (± 9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women, n (%)</td>
<td>177 (50.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of intensifications in narrative documents with corresponding intensifications in structured data, % (± SD)</td>
<td>47.2 (± 30.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured medication records entered*, n (± SD)</td>
<td>9,175 (± 12,814)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At the end of the study period.

odds of concordance between intensification in structured and narrative sources with increasing EMR experience (represented by the number of structured medication records ever entered by the provider) which did not reach statistical significance.

**Treatment Intensification and Blood Pressure**

In univariate analysis patients who had higher rates of medication intensification documented in either structured or narrative data had larger monthly decreases in blood pressure (Fig 3). Patients whose anti-hypertensive medications were intensified at least once a year had 20–50% greater annual decrease in systolic and diastolic blood pressure compared to the patients whose medications were never intensified (p = < 0.01 for all except the relationship between intensifications documented only in the structured notes and change in diastolic blood pressure which did not reach significance).

In multivariate analysis intensifications documented in either narrative or structured data were associated with higher rates of decrease in blood pressure (Table 3). For every additional monthly medication intensification, systolic blood pressure fell by 5–8-mm Hg per month and diastolic blood pressure by 1.5–4-mm Hg per month (p < 0.0001 for all).

**Discussion**

In this large retrospective cohort study we have compared medication intensification information obtained from narrative and structured data sources in the EMR. Frequency of documented medication intensification were relatively low in both sources—0.060 and 0.076/mo from the notes and structured medication data, respectively—consistent with the previously reported rates of medication intensification for other hypertensive populations. While both sources had a similar number of documented intensifications, less than a third of all intensifications were recorded in both structured and narrative data. Concordance between the two information sources increased slightly over the course of the study, possibly reflecting the users’ level of comfort and familiarity with the EMR application. However, even by the end of the study less than 40% of all anti-hypertensive medication intensification events were documented in both narrative and structured data.

Several reasons could be contributing to this large discrepancy. Recording all changes to the patient’s medications in the narrative notes is required from physicians for billing purposes. At the same time, entering medication information into structured records in the EMR can be time-consuming, particularly for less experienced users. Some physicians may therefore view recording medications in structured lists as duplicative work, leading to avoidance as an expected coping behavior. Even when electronic prescribing is mandatory (as it was in some of the practices during a part of the study period), it is possible for physicians to circumvent the EMR, for example, by calling the pharmacy or instructing the patient to change the medication dose without actually changing the prescription. By contrast, medication changes initiated outside of a face-to-face physician–patient encounter (e.g., by telephone or e-mail) may never be recorded in narrative notes. This possible explanation is supported by the large fraction of medication intensifications in our structured data that were entered on the days when there was no documented physician–patient encounter in the EMR. Anecdotally, as entering prescriptions through EMR rather than on paper has become mandatory in some practices at our institution, compliance has improved. That may have been one of the reasons for a small annual increase in concordance between narrative and structured medication information. However, large discrepancies still remain. Further studies are needed to elucidate the reasons for these discrepancies and identify ways of eliminating them.

Both narrative and structured EMR records have strengths and weaknesses as possible sources of medication information. Structured records may contain more complete information about a particular medication as the users are forced to enter all elements of the prescription. Electronic medication records are also easier to process computationally than narrative text. Consequently a transition towards a greater number of structured data entry options in the EMR has
Figure 3. A. Average Monthly Change in Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP) by Frequency of Treatment Intensification Documented Both in the Notes and Structured Records. The average number of anti-hypertensive medication intensifications per month of continuously elevated blood pressure was plotted against the average change in blood pressure, mm Hg/mo. B. Average Monthly Change in Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP) by Frequency of Treatment Intensification Documented Both in the Notes and Structured Records. C. Average Monthly Change in Systolic Blood Pressure by Frequency of Treatment Intensification Documented in the Structured Records but Not in the Notes. D. Average Monthly Change in Diastolic Blood Pressure by Frequency of Treatment Intensification Documented in the Structured Records but Not in the Notes. E. Average Monthly Change in Systolic Blood Pressure by Frequency of Treatment Intensification Documented in the Notes, but Not in the Structured Records. F. Average Monthly Change in Diastolic Blood Pressure by Frequency of Treatment Intensification Documented in the Notes, but Not in the Structured Records.
been advocated.\textsuperscript{37} By contrast, narrative text may contain other contextual information that is important for interpretation of the provider action (e.g., about the patient’s medication adherence).\textsuperscript{38,39} As a result, most EMRs contain a combination of narrative and structured data.\textsuperscript{40,41} Furthermore, not all prescriptions may correctly reflect the actual dosing of the medication. For example, it is not uncommon for physicians to prescribe a higher strength of an expensive medication to lower the patient’s costs, since the difference in the cost of two different formulations of the same medication is frequently less than the difference in the amount of the chemical ingredient.

Due to the shortcomings of these and other data sources, there is no single gold standard information source for patients’ medication information. As a result, concurrent validation (which shows a correlation with an existing test, patients’ medication information. As a result, concurrent selection bias. Finally, the data used in our study was validated not only against the original source (which may or may not have been correct itself) but also against the patients’ clinical outcomes—a much higher standard that can be difficult to attain.

Our investigation has several limitations. It was restricted in scope to the patients of primary care physicians affiliated with two academic hospitals in Eastern Massachusetts that used an internally developed EMR; this could limit its generalizability. However, although the EMR used in the study was developed internally, its electronic prescribing and narrative note documentation features are similar to many of the commercially available products. The study was restricted to adult patients due to a limited number of pediatric patients with diabetes and hypertension treated at the two study hospitals. Consequently a separate study in children should be carried out to confirm our findings in this population. Patients with short-term (less than 1 mo) elevations of blood pressure were excluded. However, this restriction led to the exclusion of only 59 patients (c 1% of the total number of patients in the study). Therefore, it is unlikely to have significantly affected the study findings. Using individual periods of continuously elevated blood pressure rather than unique patients as the unit of analysis of correlation between treatment intensification and blood pressure may have led to a bias in favor of patients with multiple periods of elevated blood pressure. However, this approach led to a significant reduction in the noise level introduced by normotensive periods and the possible bias was addressed using hierarchical regression models. This retrospective study relied on documentation of relevant findings in the EMR, leading to a possible bias if the documentation was uneven with respect to the study outcomes. Electronic prescribing was not universally mandatory during the study leading to a possible selection bias; however, nearly 85% of the study patients had at least one structured medication record in the EMR. Electronic prescribing became mandatory at some of the practices during the study period which could have affected the study results. The dates when electronic prescribing became mandatory were not available and therefore quantitative analysis of these effects was not feasible. It was not possible to ascertain exactly when patients’ blood pressure normalized, limiting the precision of our calculations of the rate of blood pressure change. We considered medication intensifications documented in both sources on the same day identical, even if we could not always establish that they referred to the same medication. However, we were able to establish the equivalence of the medications being intensified in over 90% of the cases. The remaining difference would have tended to bias our multivariate analysis of the relationship of medication intensification information from both sources and the patients’ blood pressure towards the null hypothesis by inappropriately decreasing the intensification rate calculated from structured data.

We were not able to obtain pharmacy and/or insurance claims data to complement medication information from EMR records. It is possible that inclusion of these high-validity\textsuperscript{43} sources could have helped to resolve some of the discrepancies in the EMR data observed in our study. In the future, point-of-care availability of claims and pharmacy medication records would likely be an important component of closed-loop medication information systems which

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Intensification Information Source} & \textbf{Systolic Blood Pressure Effect\textsuperscript{1} p-value} & \textbf{Diastolic Blood Pressure Effect\textsuperscript{1} p-value} \\
\hline
Structured only & \(-4.7 < 0.0001\) & \(-1.5 < 0.0001\) \\
Notes only & \(-8.1 < 0.0001\) & \(-2.3 < 0.0001\) \\
Both notes and structured\textsuperscript{2} & \(-5.8 < 0.0001\) & \(-3.8 < 0.0001\) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Relationship of Anti-Hypertensive Treatment Intensification Documented in Different Sources and Monthly Change in Blood Pressure}
\end{table}
would facilitate reconciliation of medication information between different data sources.

Conclusions

Both narrative and structured records in the EMR systems contain valid information about anti-hypertensive medication intensification. Nevertheless significant discrepancies between these two sources are common. Both narrative and structured data should be considered as information sources for research and administrative applications.
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